Eagle Conferencing Receives 2010 TMC Labs Innovation
Award
Eagle Conferencing Honored for Ground-breaking Innovation
New York, London, Amsterdam, Bangalore, September 14, 2010 — Eagle Conferencing
announced today that Technology Marketing Corporation (TMC), a global, integrated media
company, has named Eagle Conferencing as a 2010 TMC Labs Innovation Award winner
presented by Customer Interaction Solutions magazine.
“We are the first company to bring existing tool and browser technology into the audio
conferencing industry to create a unique offering. It is a novel and innovative idea of merging
internet and telephony for a unique niche.” stated Mr. Kent Charugundla, Founder, Eagle
Conferencing. “Our collaborative toolbar plug-in with call control is further evidence of our
commitment to business productivity, consumer convenience, and operating efficiency. The
security, resilience, and scalability of the network help users in any workspace connect easily
anytime, anywhere, using any media, device, or operating system. Eagle Conferencing services
are part of a comprehensive solution that includes network infrastructure, security, and
management applications”.
Eagle Conferencing with almost 25 years of global infrastructure and operations experience over
10 billion minutes of annual calling traffic capacity, is one of the global leaders in the facility
based conferencing services. The conferencing solutions provided by Eagle Conferencing have
been instrumental in forming the communication backbone of the entire switching and
transmission communications value chain. Eagle in its efforts to contribute towards
strengthening economic and social development allows scalable and secure bridge facility that
supports communication delivery structure of businesses and social institutions.
"Eagle Conferencing Services has clearly demonstrated to the staff of TMC Labs that the Eagle
Conferencing service is truly innovative in the telecom industry. This innovative product has
made significant contributions in the advancement of conferencing call industry," said Rich
Tehrani, CEO, TMC. “We’re proud to reward this outstanding accomplishment with a TMC Labs
Innovation Award this year.” Tom Keating, CTO and TMC Labs editorial director, stated, “Eagle
Conferencing has proven their commitment to quality and the further development through its
Eagle Conferencing. The Innovation Award exemplifies the best and the most unique products
and services that this industry has to offer”. The TMC Labs Innovation Award honors products
that display innovation, unique features, and significant contributions toward improving
communications technology.

About Eagle Conferencing
Eagle Conferencing Services, an affiliate of EagleNet companies, offers audio and web
conferencing services. Its services are offered in the USA, India, U.K., Netherlands, France and
Germany. Eagle Conferencing’s secured and scalable network infrastructure, with its global
bridge capacity of 26,000 ports provides over 10 billion minutes of annual calling traffic facility.

To unleash the full power of scalability and flexibility, Eagle Conferencing has a worldwide
network connection infrastructure, and offers a variety of conference options for productivity.
About TMC
Technology Marketing Corporation (TMC) is global, integrated media companies helping our
clients build communities in print, in person and online. TMC publishes Customer Interaction
Solutions, INTERNET TELEPHONY, Unified Communications, and NGN magazines. TMCnet, TMC's
Web site, is the leading source of news and articles for the communications and technology
industries.
For more information about TMC, visit www.tmcnet.com.
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